
 

On 26-29 October,On 26-29 October, III Central Asia Nobel Fest entitled "The Future is already Today"III Central Asia Nobel Fest entitled "The Future is already Today"
will be held in partnership with the "SABAH Groups" project of the Ministry ofwill be held in partnership with the "SABAH Groups" project of the Ministry of
Education.Education. Performances by world eminent scientists and inventors will bePerformances by world eminent scientists and inventors will be
broadcasted worldwide from studios in Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and Azerbaijan.broadcasted worldwide from studios in Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and Azerbaijan.

    

The main theme of the online symposiumThe main theme of the online symposium entitledentitled "The Future is already Today""The Future is already Today"
focuses on four main areas:focuses on four main areas:

Green Reality;Green Reality;
Education and professions of the future;Education and professions of the future;
The centure of innovations;The centure of innovations;
Economy for people;Economy for people;

This time the festival will feature Yuval Noah Harari, global historian and author ofThis time the festival will feature Yuval Noah Harari, global historian and author of
the bestseller Sapiens: A Brief History of Humanity; Luke Julia, founder ofthe bestseller Sapiens: A Brief History of Humanity; Luke Julia, founder of ““AppleApple
Siri” and chief engineer at “Renault Group”; Jane Goodle, prominentSiri” and chief engineer at “Renault Group”; Jane Goodle, prominent
environmentalist and UN ambassador; Jonathan Medved, leading expert on Israelenvironmentalist and UN ambassador; Jonathan Medved, leading expert on Israel
startups; Garik Hilleman, world-renowned expert on cryptocurrencies and others.startups; Garik Hilleman, world-renowned expert on cryptocurrencies and others.
Dozens of professors from the world's most prestigious universities - the LondonDozens of professors from the world's most prestigious universities - the London
School of Economics, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the University ofSchool of Economics, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the University of
California, Imperial College London, Washington University, as well as executivesCalifornia, Imperial College London, Washington University, as well as executives
and leading experts from major international corporations (Microsoft, Google, SAP,and leading experts from major international corporations (Microsoft, Google, SAP,
Chevron, Coca-Cola, etc.) will participate in the festival.Chevron, Coca-Cola, etc.) will participate in the festival.

  

Registration link to watch the speechesRegistration link to watch the speeches::  https://nobel-fest.inpolicy.nethttps://nobel-fest.inpolicy.net
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